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I. Introductions and disclaimers 

 A. This is not an important issue in the Bible: no statement about it by Jesus (!) 

and only 5 passages that likely speak to it. 

 B. One's sexual orientation makes a difference how you read the Bible (as does 

gender, age, class, location, etc.). Interpretation is an interplay between text & 

reader. 

 C. We are talking about passages that concern homosexual conduct because the 

biblical writers had no conception of anything like intrinsic homosexuality. 

 D. There’s no clear consensus on either the meaning of these passages, or the 

role these texts should play in the church. (Historically, however, Christian writers 

have largely viewed homosexual behavior as sinful.) In my opinion, these biblical 

passages have been misused to condemn and exclude homosexual persons. 

 E. The Bible has no single sexual ethic; rather, it shows a variety of sexual 

mores, some of which have changed over thousands of years.  

 F. The goals of this study are fourfold: 

  1. To help us discuss this issue with other Christians. 

  2. To look carefully at every passage in our Bible that might have 

something to say about this issue. 

  3. To continue to explore what it means for the church to be a community 

of grace. We study the bible not just to know more, but for our lives to be changed by 

God’s high and holy Spirit. 

  4. To be confronted with what the Bible does and does not say about 

homosexuality. 

 

G. Biblical texts about homosexuality are 4 things: 

 1. Extremely few in number, 

 2. Always negative, 

 3. Ambiguous in direct meaning, and 

 4. Unclear what claim they might have on Christian ethics today. 
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II. Hebrew Bible passages 

A. Genesis 19.5, the destruction of Sodom (for the entire story, see 18.16 - 19.11) 

And they called to Lot, Where are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them 

out to us, that we may know them. 

1. Sodom is already under sentence 

2. Hebrew word is yada; 10 of the 93 usages mean “sexual interaction.” 

3. Attempted gang rape of the angelic messages, not consensual 

4. A related passage: Judges 19.22-25 

 

B. Sodomy defined: Ezekiel 16.49-50.  

5. Rabbinical definition of “sin of sodomy”: being inhospitable with arrogant 

pride 

6. The term never appears in the Bible 

7. Sodomy defined as neglect of the poor: Amos 4.1,11 

8. Zephaniah 1.9 & 2.9 

9. Isaiah 1.15 & 3.9,14-16 

10. Compare Matt 10.14-15, again rejecting God’s messengers without 

hospitality. 

  

   C. The Holiness Code: Leviticus 18.22; 20.13 

 1.You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it is an abomination (toevah) 

 2. If a man lies with a male was with a woman both them have committed an 

abomination (toevah); they shall be put to death. 

 3. Hebrew: Toevah, means a very bad thing. 

 4. Not in the moral law (chapter 19) section, but in with those concerning sex. 

 5. No mention of lesbian sexuality 

 

D. “Universal” commands that we still consider immoral and destructive 

1. Incest 

2. Bestiality 

3. Child sacrifice 

4. Rape 

 

E. Limited commands 

 Sex with your wife during her menstrual period (18.19) 

 No nakedness (18.6ff) 

 Allows owning slaves (25.44) 

 Not touching an menstruating woman (15.19-24) 

 Not sowing field with two different kinds of seeds (19.19) 
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 No eating shellfish (11.10) 

 No cutting the hair on your temples (19.27) 

 No tattoos or piercing (19.28) 

 No clothes with mixed materials (19.19) 

 Death for cursing parents (20.9) 

 Death for adultery (20.10) 

 Exile or worse for sex during menstrual period (20.18) 

 No BBQ pork or even touching a dead pig (11.6-8) 

 

G. Biblical writers permitted these behaviors that we today condemn or 

discontinue: 

 Prostitution 

 Polygamy 

 Levirate marriage 

 Sex with slaves 

 Concubinage 

 Treatment of women as property 

 Very early marriage (for girls, age 11-13) 

 

H. Biblical writers condemned or discouraged other sexual behaviors that we 

generally allow, such as: 

 Intercourse during menstruation 

 Celibacy 

 Exogamy 

 Naming sexual organs 

 Nudity 

 Masturbation 

 Birth control 

 Semen and menstrual blood as unclean 

 

 I. No group of Christians has followed Levitical laws 

 1. Jews & Christians determine which of these laws still hold moral force, and 

which do not. 

 2. Augustine: Does my interpretation increase love of neighbor, or decrease it? 

 3. Jesus, the word made flesh: what is consistent with who he was, how lived 

and what he taught? 

 4. Challenge is to make our moral discernments about these laws thoughtfully 

and as consistently as possible: What do we do with other prohibitions in the same 
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material? 

 

K. Those are all the OT texts! 

 

II. NT passages: 2 words and one sentence 

 

A. 1 Corinthians 6.9-10   Do you not know that wrongdoers will not inherit the 

kingdom of God? Do not be deceived, immoral persons, idolaters, adulterers, soft men, 

male prostitutes, thieves, the greedy, drunkards, slanders and swindlers. 

 1. What do these words mean: malakoi & arsenokoitai? 

 2. Words have usages, not meanings. 

 3. Arsenokoitai: first extant Greek usage here.  Later usages are male temple 

prostitution and pederasty. 

 4. Malakoi: Effeminate.  Is this a moral category? 

 5. Note our inconsistencies: do we ever have church discussions about letting greedy 

people join the church, or about greedy people being deacons, or greedy people getting 

married in the church? 1000+ passages in our Bible about the dangers of greed. 

 

B. 1 Timothy 1.9-10: “… men slayers, immoral persons, male prostitutes, men stealers 

(kidnappers or slave traders), liars, perjurers …” 

 

C. Jude 7 

 1. Is this passage a part of this discussion? 

 2. Sarkos heteras means literally “other flesh,” (angels?) not “same flesh” 

 

D. Romans 1.26-7: the heart of the matter: homosexual behavior as an example of 

impurity. 

 

1. Here's my translation of the two Greek sentences in Romans 1.24-27:  For this 

reason [idolatry], God surrendered them in the desires (epithymiai) of their hearts 

to uncleanness so that they would dishonor (atimazo) their bodies among 

themselves--these people who exchanged (metellaxan) the truth of God for the lie 

and revered and worshiped the creation instead of the Creator, who is blessed 

forever, amen. (1.24-25) 

2. Some translations take epithymiai to be lusts, and Paul does use it negatively 

often, most often as covetousness. It carries the basic meaning of desires, and 

Paul sometimes uses it positively (e.g., 1 Thes. 2.17) to mean eagerness. To be 

sure, it's not meant positively here, but I rendered it neutrally, so that we don't 

decide the question of Paul's stance about homosexual acts before we examined it 

thoroughly. 
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3. Paul says here that God dealt with the desires of the Gentiles by handing them 

over to uncleanness. 

4. Note how Paul is talking about a change in which he understood to have been 

taken as a consequence of idolatry. People who formerly desired the opposite sex 

now commit homosexual acts. Paul is writing about Gentile culture as a whole. 

5. On account of this [the sin of idolatry], God surrendered them to passions 

(pathos) of dishonor (atimia), for their females exchanged (ellaxan) the natural 

use for that over against nature (para physin) and in the same way the males too, 

having left the natural use of the female, burned with their desire (orexis) for one 

another, males accomplishing shamelessness (aschemosyne) with males and 

receiving the due recompense (antimisthia) of their error (plane) among 

themselves. (Rom. 1.26-27) 

6. Paul uses in both sentences the language of social dishonor: shamelessness & 

dishonor. KJV renders it that which is unseemly. Note that he does not call 

homosexual intercourse sinful, or any synonym equal to it. 

7. It's hard to say exact what Paul means by saying it is "over against nature." He 

sometimes uses physin to mean either continuity with its past (as in Rom. 2.14 

& 11.24) or widespread social usage (1 Cor. 11.13-15). I doubt he means 

widespread social usage since the Greek world accepted homosexual 

intercourse. 

8. What does Paul mean by recompense and error? The common interpretation is 

that the error is homosexuality, and the recompense some evil which punishes it. 

Two problems are unsolved by this interpretation: first, what is the recompense? 

Hemorrhoids and STDs have been suggested, but these are not confined to 

homosexuals or Gentiles. Secondly, in every other use of plane by Paul, he uses 

it to mean a wrong belief rather than a desire or action. I (and many others) think 

a better understanding is that the error is idolatry and recompense is the 

uncleanness of Gentile culture. So the meaning is something like this: Because 

the Gentile forsook the true God to worship idols, God visited on them and their 

children a kind of uncleanness, namely the desire and practice of homosexual 

relations. 

9. Paul concludes in Rom. 1.28-32 with a list of sins Paul thinks the Gentiles 

practice. There are no sexual sins on this list; all listed are sins of social 

disruption. 

10.  So Paul thinks of such acts as being unclean, dishonorable, improper, and "over 

against nature," but he does not apply the language of sin to them at all. Instead, 

he treats homosexual behavior as a dirty aspect of Gentile culture, visited on 

them as a recompense for the sin of idolatry. 

11.  This is the only passage in the Bible that refers to lesbian sexual relations. 

12.  Paul's main point here in Romans 1 is not homosexuality; he brings it up as a 
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illustration to the main line of his argument. Paul is offering a "global account of 

the universal fall of humanity." (Hays, 388) So homosexual activity will not 

incur God's punishment; to Paul, it is its own punishment, an "anti-reward." 

13.  Neither Paul nor anyone else in the antiquity had a concept of sexual orientation. 

Paul assumes all persons are born heterosexual and exchange those natural 

passions for those "over against nature." Strictly speaking, Paul is only talking 

about heterosexuals who commit homosexual acts. Yet this reading is 

anachronistic: Paul treats all homosexual activity as shameful, and this 

"exchange" may not be a matter of individual life decisions, but a characteristic 

of the fallen condition of the pagan world. 

14.  Paul's choice of homosexuality is probably not accidental: for him, refusal to 

worship the Creator leads to the flouting of the sexual distinctions that are in 

God's design. 

15.  Romans 1.18-32 is a sting operation. It whips the reader into a frenzy of 

indignation against others: those unbelievers, those idol-worshippers, those 

enemies of God. But in 2.1, the sting strikes: Therefore you have no excuse, 

whoever you are, when you judge others; for in passing judgment on another you 

condemn yourself, because you, the judge are doing the very same thing. In 

Romans 2, Paul shows that all people--Jew and Gentile--stand equally 

condemned under the judgment of God. So for Paul the self-righteous judgment 

of homosexuality is just as shameful as the behavior itself. No one has secure 

platform to stand upon in order to pronounce condemnation on others. 

D. Acts 10.1-48: The conversion of Cornelius (One of the most important texts in all of 

scripture!) 

 1. What does this imply about the holiness code in general? 

 2. I have seen the spirit of God present in gay persons; how can I hinder God? 

 3. The subversion of an earlier text by a later text. 

 4. Compare Moses vis-à-vis the prophets: henotheism vs. monotheism 

 

III. Some possible conclusions.  Which position is closest to yours? 

A. The Bible opposes homosexuality 

 1. The Bible opposes homosexuality and is definitive for what the church should 

think and do about it. 

 2. The Bible opposes homosexuality, but it is just one sin among many. There is 

no justification for singling it out as more serious than other sins. 

 3. The Bible opposes homosexuality, but specific injunctions must be placed in 

the larger biblical context of creation, sin, judgment & grace. 

 4. The Bible opposes homosexuality, but is so time- and culture-bound that its 
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injunctions may and should be discarded if other considerations suggest better 

alternatives. 

 5. The Bible opposes homosexuality, but Christians have never followed the 

Jewish Holiness Code about any matter of sexual ethics: not about masturbation, 

nudity, prostitution, intercourse during menstruation, etc., so these exhortations do not 

bind Christians (Wink) 

 

B. The Bible does not oppose homosexuality 

 6. The Bible does not oppose homosexuality because it does not speak of true or 

innate homosexuality, but rather of homosexual acts by people who are not 

homosexuals. 

 7. The Bible does not oppose homosexuality because the texts do not deal with 

homosexuality in general. 

 

IV. Suggestions for straight Christians 

• Ask yourself: How certain am I about homosexuality, its causes and ethics? Can I 

agree to disagree on this topic with some of my fellow church members? 

• Listen: Straight people need to listen to gay Christians. 

 

V. Suggestions for gay Christians 

• Join a church. If the church is going to change its historic stance on homosexuality, 

it will be because of all of us. Maybe the Christian church has been too straight 

because gays need to be a part of the body of Christ. 

• Support a church with time, talents, money, and presence. If inclusive churches 

are going to be healthy, it will take gays to be active too. 

 

VI.  Suggestions for all 

• Read:  William Sloan Coffin said, "We don't talk about homosexuality because we 

don't read about it." 

• Pray: the spirit of God can speak to us about this issue, if we are open. 

• Speak about the issue with family, friends, and church members, in bible studies, 

and share groups. 
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